
LI Costa Blanca report to LICC meeting 27 September 2015 
 

LI Costa Blanca is a vibrant social and political grouping of some 50/55 members 

from Gandia to Villajoyosa which has been in existence formally since July 1994 
(though meetings started a couple of years before).  
 
Meetings take place each month on the second Tuesday with a discussion topic led 

by a member or an external speaker and also an update on Spanish politics from 
Kevin Bruton, which becomes a report on the LI & LI-CB websites.  Discussion topics 
have included: What happens if the UK leaves the EU; Hung parliament, Labour 
attitudes to coalition; freedom of speech; TTIP; should the west be supporting 
Ukraine and  the crisis in Greece. On the last Thursday of each month members 
meet for lunch at various restaurants around the area. 

 
In February, a coach-load of members joined the Civic Commission for the Recovery 

of Historial Memory on a tour of Republican monuments in Alicante city followed by 
lunch at Monóvar from where Dolores (la Pasionara) Ibarruri & Juan Negrin departed 
Spain.  
 
In April this year, a grant of £250 was received from the LI Maliniak Fund to assist 

with the UK transport costs of a group of 20 Spaniards from the Civic Commission 
(above) to Cardiff for them to present a plaque to City in recognition of the heroism of 
Cardiff-born Cpn Archibald Dickson, who rescued some 3000 people from Alicante 
Harbour in the final hours of the Spanish Civil War. Unite also contributed £500 and 
Nautilus £200. 6 members of LI-CB joined the trip. This gave good publicity for LI and 
the Commission in the English language press in the area (front page news in one of 
them) as well as the Telegraph Expat online, El Pais & El Mundo.  
 
May Day was celebrated in the traditional way with lunch at Casa Pinet in Tárbena - 

a smaller gathering than usual as many members were in the UK working on 
General Election campaigns. LI-CB attempted to give the UK Labour Party 
donations of the equivalent of £500 a year for 3 years to support training of 
organisers - but only managed to get 1 x £500 accepted. 
 
At this September meeting, several new members & supporters were welcomed and 
there was discussion about the new Leader, Jeremy Corbyn, with the overwhelming 
majority of members being positively supportive of his election. 
 
 
 
 
Lorraine Hardy 
Secretary LI Costa Blanca  
24 September 2015  

 
 

 

 
 

 


